
 
 

 
 

CARBON REDUCTION PLAN GUIDANCE 

 
Notes for Completion 

Where an In-Scope Organisation has determined that the measure applies to the 

procurement, suppliers wishing to bid for that contract are required at the selection stage to 

submit a Carbon Reduction Plan which details their organisational carbon footprint and 

confirms their commitment to achieving Net Zero by 2050. 

Carbon Reduction Plans are to be completed by the bidding supplier entity and must meet the 

reporting requirements set out in supporting guidance and include the supplier’s current 

carbon footprint and its commitment to reducing emissions to achieve Net Zero emissions by 

2050. 

The Carbon Reduction Plan should be updated regularly (at least annually) and published and 

clearly signposted on the supplier’s UK website. It should be approved by a director (or 

equivalent senior leadership) within the supplier’s organisation to demonstrate a clear 

commitment to emissions reduction at the highest level. Suppliers may wish to adopt the key 

objectives of the Carbon Reduction Plan within their strategic plans. 

A template for the Carbon Reduction Plan is set out below. Please complete and publish your 

Carbon Reduction Plan in accordance with the reporting standard published alongside this 

PPN. 



Carbon Reduction Plan 
Supplier name: Amey Community Limited 

Publication date: 2022 

 
1. Commitment to achieving Net Zero 

Amey Community Limited is committed to achieving Net Zero emissions by 2040. 

 
2. Baseline Emissions Footprint 

Baseline emissions are a record of the greenhouse gases that have been produced in the 

past and were produced prior to the introduction of any strategies to reduce emissions. 

Baseline emissions are the reference point against which emissions reduction can be 

measured. 

 

Baseline Year: 2019 

Additional Details relating to the Baseline Emissions calculations. 

The 2019 baseline detailed below, was calculated using established datasets for Scope 1 and 2 

and Category 6 – Business Travel in Scope 3.  All scopes have been identified and are 

reported here in accordance with the Technical Standard for the Completion of Carbon 

Reduction Plans that accompanies PPN06/21. 

The remaining Scope 3 Categories in the scope of this Carbon Reduction Plan have been 

calculated using new datasets and methodologies which were not in place before in 2019. These 

were established to ensure we can calculate, monitor, and reduce our Scope 3 emissions as an 

integral aspect of our Net Zero Ambition, which was launched in April 2021. 

The Carbon Emissions detailed within this Carbon Reduction Plan are calculated in accordance 

with the GHG Corporate Accounting & Reporting Standard and the GHG Protocol Scope 3 

Technical Guidance. The operational boundary has been set using the Operational Control 

approach. 

In the period since the last issue of this report, work has been undertaken to gain external 

verification of our carbon emissions to ISO 14064-1:2018. Therefore, the carbon emissions for 

the baseline year have been adjusted due to improvements introduced into our data capture 

and emissions calculations. Our baseline carbon footprint in 2019 increased by 1.7%, with the 

distribution of the carbon across the categories being corrected accordingly.  

It is anticipated that external verification of our carbon footprints from 2019 onwards will be 

achieved before the end of 2022. 

 

Baseline year emissions: 2019 

EMISSIONS TOTAL (tCO2e) 

Scope 1 1,241 



Scope 2 11 

Scope 3 

(Included Sources) 

 

Category 4 - Upstream Transport & Distribution:  77 

Category 5 - Waste Generated in Operations:  106 

Category 6 - Business Travel    148 

Category 7 - Employee Commuting   3,984 

Category 9 - Downstream Transport & Distribution 01  

 

Scope 3 TOTAL     4,315 

 

Total Emissions 5,567 

 
1 (We do not sell goods that are transported to the consumer/purchaser by third parties) 



3. Current Emissions Reporting 

 

Reporting Year: 2021 

Additional Details relating to the Current Year Emissions calculations. 

The 2021 current year emissions below were calculated using established datasets for Scope 1 

and 2 and Category 6 – Business Travel in Scope 3.  All scopes have been identified and are 

reported here in accordance with the Technical Standard for the Completion of Carbon 

Reduction Plans that accompanies PPN06/21. 

The remaining Scope 3 Categories in the scope of this Carbon Reduction Plan have been 

calculated using new datasets and methodologies which were not in place in 2020. These were 

established to ensure we can calculate, monitor, and reduce our Scope 3 emissions as an 

integral aspect of our Net Zero Ambition, which was launched in April 2021. 

The Carbon Emissions detailed within this Carbon Reduction Plan are calculated in accordance 

with the GHG Corporate Accounting & Reporting Standard and the GHG Protocol Scope 3 

Technical Guidance. The operational boundary has been set using the Operational Control 

approach. 

EMISSIONS TOTAL (tCO2e) 

Scope 1 891 

Scope 2 2 

Scope 3 

(Included Sources) 

 

Category 4 - Upstream Transport & Distribution:  41 

Category 5 - Waste Generated in Operations:  95 

Category 6 - Business Travel    52 

Category 7 - Employee Commuting   3,247 

Category 9 - Downstream Transport & Distribution 01  

 

Scope TOTAL     3,435 

 

Total Emissions 4,328 



4. Emissions Reduction Targets 

In order to continue our progress to achieving Net Zero, we developed a Carbon Reduction 
Programme that was due to result in our carbon emissions decreasing over the next five years 
to 4,950 tCO2e by 2027. This would have resulted in a real time reduction of 11% from our 
2019 baseline. 

 

Due, largely, to the significant changes in working practices as a result of the impact of the 
COVID19 pandemic, we have thus far exceeded the target set for 2027. The factored increase 
in carbon emissions predicted as we return to normal working practices has been much 
smaller than anticipated, leading to a minimal upturn in carbon emissions. If this trend 
continues, it is recommended that the projected target be realigned with the 2019 baseline to 
set a new target in line with current SI carbon emissions performance. 

 

5. Progress Against Targets 

Progress against these targets can be seen in the graph below: 
 

 

6. Carbon Reduction Projects 

Completed Carbon Reduction Initiatives 

The following environmental management measures and projects have been completed or 
implemented since the 2019 baseline. The carbon emission reduction achieved by these 
schemes equate to 1,239 tCO2e, a 22% reduction against the 2019 baseline and the 
measures will be in effect when performing the contract. This puts us ahead of where we 
projected our carbon emission reduction to be at the start of our carbon reduction journey, a 
reflection of continued adoption of good practices. 



6.1 Our Environmental Management Measures 
 

Our Framework Bolder Steps Together 

Our Commitment Amey Social Value Policy 

Our Pledge 

 

Our Road Map Road Map 

Our Targets • Achieve Scope 1 and 2 Net Zero by 2035 with a 
minimum of 80% ABSOLUTE REDUCTION on our 
emissions 
• Be FULLY NET ZERO, including Scope 3, by 2040 

Our Principles RECOGNISE our energy and fuel consumption and usage 
throughout our supply chain, with a focus on the impact of our 
operations, becoming more efficient in delivering services. 
RESPECT the impact of our energy and fuel use of our own 
organisation, our customers, the contractors we work with and the 
suppliers we use, and learn to transition to low carbon alternatives, 
with a focus on eliminating fossil fuels from vehicles and plant. 
REIMAGINE the use of tools and materials in our design and 
operations, working to assess and identify sustainable low carbon 
alternatives. 
REGENERATE our practices and methods on our journey towards 
carbon reduction, not only for ourselves, but also our customers, 
industry, and suppliers, ensuring circular economy principles are 
driven through the supply chain. 

Our Ambitions • Effective Climate Leadership 
• Climate Change and Energy recognised, integrated, 
and embedded as central and mainstream business 
issues 
• Climate change and energy performance reported, 
disclosed and transparent in line with ISO14064 
accreditation 
• New technologies and renewable energies used 
• Management practices and behaviours changed 
• Root cause of our carbon emissions addressed and 
reduced, as well as other associated greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
• Risks posed by the consequences of climatic 
changes lowered in the UK via targeted communications 
campaign of climate change case studies. 
• Our client’s climate emergency declarations are 
translated into real actions through our support and 
product/services provision. 

Our People • Our Professional Environmental and Sustainability heads 

• Managers within our HSEQ Support Function 

• Carbon Technical Services of Amey Consulting 
• Our CEEQUAL and Energy Assessors 

https://www.amey.co.uk/bst/
https://www.amey.co.uk/media/8438/amey-sv-socialvalue-po-01-v1-1.pdf
https://www.amey.co.uk/media/8356/our-roadmap-to-net-zero-low-res.pdf


Working with our 
Supply Chain 

Our Social Value Supply Chain Charter & Refreshed Contract 
Terms 

Working with Climate 
Action organisations 

  

Our Performance Secure-Infrastructure-Social-Value-Report-21--print-.pdf 
 

6.2 Our Certification Schemes 

• ISO 14001 Environmental Management (Certificate No. EMS 535937) to protect the 

environment and respond to changing environmental conditions in balance with 

socio-economic needs 

• ISO 44001 Collaborative Business Relationship (Certificate No. CBR 738865) for the 

effective identification, development, and management of collaborative business 

relationships 

6.3 Specific Carbon Reduction Projects 

Bolder Steps Together Net Zero Carbon objectives 

Core Steps – Setting the path for change. Goals to be achieved by 2023: 

• 50% company leased cars will be electric/PHEV 

• ‘Clean Vehicle Policy’ adopted with >90% telematics across the business fleet 

• Amey Science based target (SBT) approved 

• Data platform in place for scope 3 emissions providing tracked, fully visible emissions 

and decision focused insight 

• ISO14064 accreditation achieved and maintained 

Striding forward – Delivering our commitment. Goals to be achieved by 2025: 

• >95% company leased cars electric/PHEV 

• >75% cars and LCV vans to be electric or hybrid 

• >50% HGVs electric/PHEV or alternative fuel 

• >75% alternative fuelled plant and equipment 

• >90% of our strategic suppliers will have validated SBT 

• Actively reducing our scope 3 emissions through supply change innovation and 

partnership 

. 
 

7. Our Specific Carbon Reduction Measures that we have adopted 

 
7.1 Energy Management in our Buildings and those of our Clients 

• Changed our procurement arrangement to buy renewable energy 

• Ensured that we have adequate metering to monitor our consumption 

• Validated energy usage against billed volumes where applicable. 

• Reviewed space planning to optimise building usage and reduce energy consumed 

https://ameygroup.sharepoint.com/sites/Procurement2/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FProcurement2%2FShared%20Documents%2FSocial%20Value%2FSupply%20Chain%20Social%20Value%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FProcurement2%2FShared%20Documents%2FSocial%20Value


• Rolled out Building Energy Management Systems 

• Delivered rolling building survey programmes using data to identify efficiencies 

• Ongoing process of changing internal and external building and streetlights to LED in 

our buildings and our clients 

• Changed out boilers to improve/increase efficiency as part of Whole Lifecycle 

Replacement Plan 

• Installed Variable Speed Drives in boiler units as part of Motor Policy (linked to 

ISO50001) accreditation 

• Actively supported client led behavioural change campaigns 

• Increased estate energy and water metering 

• Installed water efficiency technologies to reduce water usage 

• Installation of energy efficient kennels for military working dogs 

7.2 Climate Change 

• Enhanced our business continuity processes to include climate change 

• Conducted extensive analysis of client repairs to calculate climate impact 

• SI have conducted a business wide TCFD analysis in Q1 of 2022 

• Modelled client estates to advise on where investment is needed to build resilience 

• Completed asset upgrade works to combat the threat of climate change 

 

7.3 Sustainability 

• Enhanced our Sustainability Appraisal processes to identify more carbon reduction 

opportunities early in new works design 

• Employee innovation through Net Zero Springboard 

• Evaluated whole life costs in design for new works including cost of carbon 

• Engagement and support offered to clients to accelerate their Net Zero Carbon 

Roadmaps 

• Increased our competence in the use of BREEAM and CEEEQUAL tools 

7.4 Business Travel 

• Went through selection and criteria processes to identify EV trial volunteers. 

• Extended the EV LCV trails in Scotland. To be followed up with trails in Belfast and 

Northampton. 

• Ordered first EV LCVs as part of EV trials. 

• Launched the Green Driver Recognition Scheme (Scotland). 

• Launched Idling Reduction Pilot (Northampton). 

• Priority areas to increase telematics within fleet and campaigns of behavioural 

change. 

7.5 Supply Chain 

• Enhanced our selection processes and minimum standards for sustainability 

• Reduced our usage of Single Use Plastics via our new Operational Cleaning 

Excellence Model, resulting in reduction of 44,319 plastic bottles and 11,505kg of 

CO2 waste 

• Changed waste providers to ensure that the carbon impact of waste removals can be 

monitored and reduced 



8. Carbon Reduction Projects – Future Plans 

 

8.1 Our Carbon Reduction Approach 

Our goal is to achieve Net Zero Carbon by 2040 across all parts our operations. We will set 

out, in this section, how we plan to achieve this goal and the roadmap we will take to get 

there. We are also committed to a dual vision to help our clients also achieve Net Zero 

Carbon for their estates, leveraging our expertise and resources to proactively deliver Net 

Zero solutions for our clients. 

Our focus on our emissions is driven by the World Resources Institute GHG protocol and 

considers the entire scope of our operations. We apply the same rigour when working with 

clients to understand their emissions footprint. The diagram below illustrates our approach to 

modelling carbon emissions when working with clients to maintain and improve their 

buildings and assets. 
 

8.2 Resources 

Our goal to achieve Net Zero Carbon by 2040 is led by our Head of Sustainability (HoS) who 

reports to our HSEQ Director. The HoS is the author of this plan and directly leads our 

programme of activities that deliver our business roadmap to Net Zero. The HoS is 

supported by a team of Environmental and Sustainability Specialists who support carbon 

reduction activity through the delivery of business carbon reduction projects. 

For those activities that relate to Energy and Water usage in Amey owned offices the HoS 

will work with our Head of Energy and Head of Water & Air Quality (HoWAQ) to agree 

programmes of work and behavioural change that sustainably reduce our utilities usage and 

in turn carbon emissions. 

Our Head of energy will be responsible for working with clients to measure, understand and 

support the delivery of their Net Zero Carbon roadmaps. The Head of Energy will pull on the 

support of the HoWAQ on water usage issues and on the HoS on environmental aspects 

such as Waste, Materials Usage and Fleet Management. The Head of Energy will be 



supported by a team of specialist Energy Managers who will work with clients to deliver a 

bespoke Energy Management System (EnMS) for each client estate. 

We will ensure our Operational Managers and specialist Supply Chain Partners (SCPs) are 

trained in basic Energy Management awareness to ensure that they recognise the impact of 

delivering low carbon schemes and managing and maintaining assets in accordance with 

their designs. For new projects we will leverage the strengths of our in-house consultancy 

expertise to ensure that we will always evaluate the sustainability options for each new 

project, selecting schemes that are both affordable and have a low carbon impact. 

8.3 Plans & Processes 

Our journey to Net Zero Carbon will be delivered by this Carbon Reduction Plan, which in 

turn delivers our goal to be Net Zero by 2040, as embedded in our wider Social Value Plan. 

This Carbon Reduction Plan will be supported by our Sustainability and Environmental 

Management Plans which will direct the delivery of detailed contract environmental 

requirements. These plans will form part of our Environmental Management System (EMS) 

and will be certified to ISO 14001:2015. 

We will also develop and deliver an Energy Management System (EnMS) in accordance with 

the ISO50001 standard. The EnMS will focus on the five key stages of Manage, Optimise, 

Innovate, Prepare and Transition, with the goal being to sustainably reduce managed energy 

consumption, mitigate energy waste and in turn reduce carbon emissions. Through our 

energy auditing process we will ensure that our energy delivery function maintain and 

continually achieve an estate which is compliant to ISO 50001. 

We will also ensure that our maintenance and projects processes are developed to capture 

the importance of maintaining client assets to reduce unnecessary carbon generation as well 

as ensuring that our processes for designing and delivering projects ensure that we always 

design out carbon where it is practicable and affordable to do so. 

8.4 Platforms & Systems 

We will make use of the following systems and software to help us deliver our Carbon 

Reduction activities: 

• Power BI – we have built a bespoke emissions reporting suite using business MI 

data to generate a carbon footprint in line with the requirements of both PPN 06/21 

and the GHG standard (refer to sections 2 & 3) 

• Masternaut – we have adopted the Masternaut telematics system as our preferred 

provider for monitoring the environmental performance of our fleet vehicles and the 

behaviours of our drivers when using them for business purposes 

• Concept Evolution – the bespoke Computer Aided Facility Management (CAFM) 

software that we have developed in partnership with our CAFM software partners, 

Concept. We will deploy Concept Evolution as an overarching tool to manage all FM 

activities, providing a seamless linkage to our Energy Bureau and Building control 

systems, developed and rolled out in partnership with our partners, BMSI Ltd. 



8.5 Priority Areas 
 
 

 

CARBON 

FOOTPRINT 

Measure Carbon Emissions Scope 1 and 2 (100%), Scope 

3 (categories as per PPN 06/21). Set Carbon Reduction 

Targets. Work with the Carbon Trust to reduce our carbon 
emissions year on year towards 2040. 

 

TELEMATICS Ensure all our commercial fleet vehicles are fitted with 

‘Masternaut’ telematics software, drivers are trained in its 

use and purpose and actively engage with it when driving. 

Employ dedicated resources to monitor and respond to 
data trends. 

 

BEHAVIOURAL 

CHANGE 
Run green driving campaigns to focus on better driving 

linked to Masternaut. Launch a greener driving rewards 

scheme. Promote virtual meetings, effective hybrid working 
and the use of sustainable modes of transport. 

 

 

ENERGY 

MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM 

(EnMS) 

EnMS to focus on the key stages of MANAGE, OPTIMISE, 

INNOVATE, PREPARE and TRANSITION. Roll out EnMS 

on all Amey owned sites to reduce energy and water 

consumption and achieve certification to ISO 50001. 

Replicate for clients by developing estate specific EnMS 

that are certified to ISO 50001 and which meet client 
specific Net Zero Carbon targets. 

 

BATTERY 

ELECTRIC 

VEHICLES 
(BEVs) 

Transition all existing commercial fleet vehicles to BEVs. 

Ensure that new hires are long term BEVs where ranges 

permit. Work towards ensuring that all company cars are 
BEVs with interim options to be confined to PHEVs. 

 

TRAVEL 

CAMPAIGNS 

Restrict UK air travel to business critical only. Continued 

focus on green driving campaigns supported by effective 

hybrid working, virtual meetings and sustainable transport 

choices. 

 

EV CHARGING 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

Focus on providing office, depot and home charging 

solutions to all commercial and eligible company car 

drivers. Work with a strategic partner to identify mobile and 

temporary charging solutions, developing new locations on 

Amey or client premises, according to need and access. 

Ensure all drivers are supported to access network. 

 

SUPPLY CHAIN 

ENGAGEMENT 

Work with suppliers to effectively implement the Amey 

Social Value Supply Chain Charter and pro-actively 

encourage collaborative opportunities to identify zero / low 

carbon solutions for the materials, products, and services 

we procure. 

 

CIRCULAR 

ECONOMY 

Follow the Waste Management Hierarchy and PREVENT - 

REUSE - RECYCLE - RECOVER - DISPOSE. Identify and 

Implement Circular Economy opportunities where possible. 

ELIMINATE the use of Single Use Plastics across Amey 

(unless there are no current alternatives) after gap analysis 

of plastics done throughout organisation. 

 

TECHNOLOGY 
INNOVATION 

Champion the trial of new technologies wherever possible 
and make them business as usual where practical to do 



 
 

so. Focus on Energy, Design, Materials, Vehicles and 

Fleet Management. 
 

 

8.6 Activity Timeline 

 
 

Phase 1 
 

2020 Data captured for Scope 1, Scope 2, and relevant Scope 3 categories. 

2021 Extending Masternaut use and commencing Electric/PHEV transition for 

LTHVs. 

2022 Launching Behavioural Change campaign including Green Driver 

Recognition Scheme and Green Driver training. 

2023 Energy Management System (EnMS) certified to ISO 50001. 

2025 75% of commercial vehicles transitioned to Electric/Hybrid. 

Phase 2  

2026 50% reduction in business mileage v 2020. Air travel restricted to critical only 

2027 Mobile EV Charging Infrastructure installed on Amey or Client premises. 

2028 Lower Carbon alternatives introduced to substitute key items procured 

2030 Ban on SUPs and Waste to Landfill introduced 

2030 100% of company car choices are BEVs 



Phase 3  

2035 Supply Chain fleet to be Net Zero 

2035 Carbon offsetting approach implemented to offset remaining emissions 

2040 Net Carbon Zero achieved for Scopes 1, 2 & 3 

 

8.7 Our 2022 Action Plan 
 

OBJECTIVE  START OWNERS 

Vehicles Order EV LCVs for 

volunteer drivers 

Aug 22 Ops 

Accounts & 

Group Fleet 

 Install Masternaut on LTH 

LCVs without it 

Aug 22 Group Fleet 

& HSEQ 

 Rationalise STHs without 

Masternaut 

Aug 22 Group Fleet 

& Ops 

Accounts 

Behaviours Pilot Green Driver 

Recognition Scheme 

Sep 22 HSEQ 

 Pilot Idling Reduction 

Scheme 

Sep 22 HSEQ 

 Roll out new Green Driving 

Learn Upon module 

Sep 22 Training 

 Pilot new Behavioural 

Psychology tool for Energy 

use 

Nov 22 Professional 

Services 

Group 

Data Improve the Scope 3 Cat 

dataset for FMJ (2020 & 

2019) 

Aug 22 HSEQ & 

Procurement 

 Improve the Scope 3 Cat 

dataset for ADS (2019 - 

2021 inc) 

Aug 22 Completed 

Governance Reproduce Carbon 

Reduction Plan to meet 

PPN06/21 

Aug 22 HSEQ 

 Report performance 

internally to our executive 

team as part of our monthly 
business HSEQ reporting 

Aug 22 HSEQ 

Communications Launch Travel Reduction 

element of ESI Comms 

Campaign 

Nov 22 Comms & 

HSEQ 



8.8 Performance Reporting 

Our Head of Sustainability will have the responsibility of measuring and validating our carbon 

emissions. We will do this using our purpose-built emissions reporting tool enabled by 

Microsoft Power BI. 

We will measure and report our performance monthly as part of our monthly business 

Sustainability Performance Report. 

Our performance will be reviewed at regular business management team meetings and 

action taken accordingly to redress any upward trends or deviation from our carbon 

reduction plan and / or targets that are agreed for the delivery of the contract. 

At periods no less than every six months we will also carry out a rigorous data validation 

exercise. The purpose of this activity will be to interrogate the sources of data that make up 

our Scope 1, 2 and 3 carbon emissions to assure ourselves that they remain accurate for the 

scope of the contract. 

At the beginning of each new calendar year, we will review and reissue this Carbon 

Reduction Plan, considering the most recent full calendar year of emissions data. The next 

time we will do this for this plan will be in September 2023. 



 

9. Declaration and Sign Off 

 
This Carbon Reduction Plan has been completed in accordance with PPN 06/21 and 

associated guidance and reporting standard for Carbon Reduction Plans. 

 
Emissions have been reported and recorded in accordance with the published reporting 

standard for Carbon Reduction Plans and the GHG Reporting Protocol corporate standard1 

and uses the appropriate Government emission conversion factors for greenhouse gas 

company reporting2. 

 
Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions have been reported in accordance with SECR 

requirements, and the required subset of Scope 3 emissions have been reported in 

accordance with the published reporting standard for Carbon Reduction Plans and the 

Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Standard3. 

 
This Carbon Reduction Plan has been reviewed and signed off by the board of directors (or 

equivalent management body). 

 
Signed on behalf of the Supplier: 

 

 
Craig McGilvray 

 
Managing Director, Secure Infrastructure Business Unit, and active officer for Amey 

Community Ltd 

 
Date: 30.09.2022………………. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1 https://ghgprotocol.org/corporate-standard 
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting 
3 https://ghgprotocol.org/standards/scope-3-standard 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://ghgprotocol.org/corporate-standard
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://ghgprotocol.org/standards/scope-3-standard


Appendix A 

 
Amey Community Limited is a 100% owned subsidiary of the Amey PLC group which 

operates within the Amey Secure Infrastructure Business Unit (one of 5 internal operating 

business units) and which has its own Managing Director and management team who are 

responsible for the delivery of the service. 

 
Each operating business unit operates in accordance with Amey plc group policies and 

procedures; adapted to the specific business unit and operating legal entity requirements. 

 
Therefore, Amey Community Limited trades as Amey, reflecting the operational branding of 

Amey PLC and relevant subsidiaries. 


